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Project Overview

• “Danger Diner” is a virtual reality game, designed to teach players about recognizing hazardous practices in the restaurant business
• An engaging and interactive way for insurers to practice recognizing unsafe practice
• Ideal for large training seminars and meetings, as well as quick individual sessions
System Architecture
Restaurant Game Scene
Kitchen Game Scene
Main Menu Scene
Tagging Items (before)
Tagging Items (after)
Review Scene

Fire Extinguisher

An active fire protection device used to extinguish or control small fires. This device is a stored-pressure unit, which stores the expellant in the same chamber as the firefighting agent. Proper maintenance is required to ensure safe operation, including an inspection, internal maintenance, and hydrostatic testing.
What’s left to do?

• Present with Auto-Owners Insurance
• Prepare and test executable
• Improve the appearance of our restaurant
• Bug testing VR behavior (version control)
Questions?